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Summary
SageCity is a blockchain platform which harnesses sidechain technology to
host scalable micro-blockchains for enterprises. Our infrastructure is highly
customisable. It can be used to prototype and develop tools for a wide range
of financial and data operations, saving enterprises time and money.
Beyond our sidechains, we’re exploring and experimenting with many
development concepts for future integration. In this document, we’ll be
exploring these. You’ll be learning about the benefits they can bring to
existing processes and to future ones.
We have projected for the implementation of these functions to be complete
within the next year. We’ll be allocating a lot of our developer resources to
achieve this target.
As ever, we welcome and thank your feedback and suggestions. You can
share these by email: team@sagecity.io
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Sidechains & SageCity Network
Sidechains are a second layer protocol. It was first proposed by Joseph
Poon in 2017. Since then, we’re exploring the possibilities of expanding their
functions and use cases. As the name suggests, sidechains are a technology
that operate on the side of the main blockchain.
This allows us to provide a dedicated space to complete operations and
processes for an individual enterprise. It’s more efficient and cost effective
than traditional blockchain structures. This means that for any sidechain
operation, you’re given your own dedicated micro-blockchain. It means
that we can fine tune the blockchain to fit your exact needs. And hence, we
remove the difficulty of setting up and maintaining a standalone blockchain.

- SageCity block
- sidechain block
The sidechain, once created, runs in conjunction with the
SageCity blockchain and regularly communicates with it.

Sidechains are highly customisable. We can alter them to handle different
types of data efficiently. And we can automate and integrate them to
existing processes with the use of smart contracts (sections of code that
execute actions depending on certain conditions being met).
We can also create a web of sidechains within an enterprise to handle a
range of dedicated functions. This increase efficiency and scalability. But it
also allows for private, public, and permissioned access depending on what
you need from it.
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A web of sidechains can cross-communicate and integrate with other applications and DLTs.

It’s because of the high level of scalability and customisation that we, at
SageCity, build all our blockchain tools on sidechains.
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Congestion Engine
Scalability and anti-congestion measures are critical to maintain an efficient
and scalable network. We have several concepts to deploy, that will become
the basis of an “Congestion Engine”. The engine is made up of individual
tools which oversee the network and can be actively engaged by users
when they see their use relevant. They will primarily be accessed via the user
interface (UI) of wallets or network terminals.

Statistical Congestion Clearing (SCC)
Treating blockchain congestions as statistical events - which belong to a
specific distribution - opens up the possibility for additional congestion
control mechanisms.
According to the Central Limit Theorem, all statistical events - when in
sufficient amounts - tend to belong to the normal distribution. Considering
that there will be a large amount of incoming transactions containing
different gas prices, we can say that the gas prices in question will belong to
the normal distribution.
There are three possible variants of the normal distribution:

• Without skew
• Left skewed
• Right skewed
Normal distribution without skew has a probability density function which
contains the majority of statistical events near its mean. Furthermore, 95% of
all statistical events are contained in the range between -2σ and 2σ , where
σ is the standard deviation of the distribution. The mean and mode values
in normal distributions without skew are the same value - where mean is
the average value of all events belonging to the probability density function,
while mode is the value of the largest statistical event in the distribution.

- 95% of all statistical events

-3σ

-2σ

-1σ

0

+1σ

+2σ

+3σ

Probability density function for the normal distribution
without skew.
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Applied to SageCity, the normal distribution without skew for gas prices
is the ideal case. It would mean a situation where the network starts
processing transactions left of the mode up to the total processing capacity.
Unfortunately, having a normal distribution without skew can be impossible.
That is, unless we hit the Central Limits Theorem. But at that time, there
would be more important issues to worry about.
A left skewed normal distribution has a “tail” to the left of the mean, in
its probability density function. Left skewed normal distributions have
their mean lower than their mode. This accounts for their characteristic
shape. Right skewed normal distributions are the opposite of left skewed
normal distributions. Their mean is larger than their mode and have their
characteristic “tail” to the right.
SageCity will most often encounter left skewed and right skewed normal
distributions with incoming transactions. Left skewed normal distributions
represent an influx of very cheap gas prices. While the right skewed
distributions represent the influx of very expensive gas prices. Processing
them as they arrive (after sorting by amount) is possible. But it will come
with a waste of resources due to the very large number of transactions
which have identical gas prices. This will create a bottleneck. Transactions
in this bottleneck would have to get processed by their time of arrival (or
some other method). On the other hand, applying statistical transformations
to the distributions would allow you to keep the original ordering of the
transactions (their distribution). But change the gas prices to be more
detailed, so you would have a way of processing transactions while
minimizing congestion.
Furthermore, in this case, gas prices would be changed. You can keep these
changed gas prices and process SCC, based on the results. Or you could
process the original gas prices while using the transformed results, as an
ordering mechanism. In case of left skewed distributions, using the Log
transformation function would allow you to order them more in specific
arrangement. Since right skewed distributions are an opposite of left skewed
distributions, the transformation function which should be used is the Exp
function. Applying these functions to the gas prices yields the graphs on the
following page.
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Distribution of gas prices (left) and
their transformations (below).
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By setting a cutoff point (the maximum gas price you are willing to take into
the account), you’re able to segment which transactions to process. In case of
left skewed normal distribution, you would take the values from the left, up
to the cutoff point. In case of right skewed normal distribution, the process
would go from the right to the left. This is true as the most expensive ones
are on the left side of the chart, after which, they gradually drop in volume.
Using the resulting data from the transformed functions to the right, you
can see how easily you can handle left skewed and right skewed normal
distributions. Having the transaction running at the client and talking
with all other clients would allow you to have a distributed system. This
system can talk with other clients to aggregate and calculate the necessary
transformations. This way, the clients would be able to synchronize which
transactions to process and at what time. A downside of this approach
is that a small amount of processing power is needed to calculate the
transformations. Using multiple clients which talk to each other would allow
you to cache some values and speed up processing, as long as the system is
running.
Statistical Congestion Clearing will be the basis of our “Congestion Engine”:
A development of a range of tools and processes which aim to alleviate or
suppress congestion issues the SageCity network may face.

Sidechain Hopping
Sidechain hopping is a method which allows a user to speed up the
processing of his transaction. He’d do this by converting the value of SAGE
into one or more sidechains, before converting it back to the SAGE coins.
This process uses Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. The algorithm identifies
the sidechains where the transaction processing times, when summed up,
would be lower than waiting for your turn on the main blockchain. Even
though this method lowers the transaction wait times, we can also use it to
evade congestion by “promoting” certain transactions. Thus, it lowers the
queue on the main blockchain. The promotion process could be performed
by the Congestion Engine, as discussed above.
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ICO Pledging
In the past, the Ethereum network has been completely halted by ICOs.
On the 20th of June 2017, the Ethereum network was effectively unusable
when the Status ICO began accepting payments. In the end, many people
were rejected and the prices in gas to get a payment through became
extortionate. It was reported at the time that someone spent more than
$1,000 in gas to be “at the top of the queue”. This is a serious risk that could
occur in most blockchain infrastructure and tokenization platforms. This is
the case even in those with moderate interest.
With SageCity, we propose a new way to host an ICO. Especially in situations
where the ICO is in high demand, where someone wishing to take part
“pledges” the funds. The following is the process a pledge ICO would follow:

1. A company announces an ICO and gives users a period of time to create
a pledge (we recommend at least 30 days);

2. Users can send to a pledge address in this period or activate a pledge
contract which locks the funds until ICO launch;

3. Once the ICO opens, the funds are gradually sent to the crowd sale,

thus reducing network strain;
4.If an ICO raises too much, a percentage is calculated and that amount
is deducted from everyone’s amount sent, with the excess sent back to
them;
5. If not sold out, the ICO carries on as normal.
The most obvious use of this concept is with ICOs and crowdfunding. But the
framework for this activity would also provide the basis for other activities
such as donations and subscriptions.
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SageCity Link
There’s a huge interest in the blockchain industry. This is especially true for
corporates and enterprises. They’re beginning to see opportunities that the
technology can have within operations. As a result, there is an increasing
amount of blockchains and DLTs being created by corporates for internal use,
as well as platforms looking to onboard organisations.
While the range of networks is positive for development and innovation of
the blockchain technology, the range of protocols and standards could cause
huge compatibility issues. This could actually counteract the benefits of
blockchain technology. At SageCity, we see sidechains having the potential
to be the trustless facilitator between parties when it comes to the sharing
and transferring of data and resources.

Consensus
A sidechain consensus is established by the sidechain operator(s) through
basic Byzantine fault-tolerance methods. This makes it an ideal framework.
All parties involved can maintain nodes which broadcast and approve
transactions within the network.

Data Transfer
Parties on the sidechain can grant access to the sidechain to read or
broadcast data, as generated to other parties on the sidechain. Assuming
the origin network is immutable, we can maintain that immutability on the
sidechain network and other networks using the broadcasted data.

Asset Transfer
On common network types, we can create “docking addresses”. These lock
in the asset on the respective network. The sidechain can then securely issue
a representative asset that can be transferred to other parties. By replicating
this process on the output side, the asset can then be released into networks
maintained by other parties involved in the sidechain.
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SageVM
Decentralised applications (Dapps) and other software are beginning to
emerge as a possibility and necessity for developers to use. With this, there
will be an increasing number of developers who lack the knowledge or
resources to set up a sidechain or to directly interact with the blockchain.
Instead, they will wish to request and action information on blockchains
without actually owning or controlling the process.
We are developing the concept of a virtual machine (VM) which developers
and organisations can use in the form of an application programming
interface (API). Applications and Dapps can pull or submit information to a
blockchain without having to run the underlying processes and protocol.
Thus, lightening the load of the individual and end-users in the setup, while
still securing information and benefiting from the blockchain technology.
In the future, we can host more than just the SageCity blockchain and
sidechain technologies within the VM. And we can encompass other
blockchains and DLTs, depending on the requirements of the developers and
their respective products.
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SageTags
SageCity sidechains have quick transfer and settlement times. This makes
them the ideal candidates for physical actioning within the real world, in a
secure and decentralised manner. Using smart contracts, we can also create
the opportunity to automate processes and operations to increase efficiency
and experience.
Smart contracts can pull data from a range of external sources like sensors
and AI to implement conditional actions. Equally, sidechains can be used
as places to store data and to give instructions to external sources like IoT
devices, in an entirely immutable way. This is what we are doing, by exploring
in our first venture into the space, with NFC tags.
Within an NFC tag, a location is set on the SageCity network in which data
can be retrieved from. This data cannot be taken down or modified by third
parties. And it can only be modified by the original producer. The user can
then retrieve this information with the access provided by the NFC tag to
view or replicate data, as required.
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Governance Mechanisms
We view cryptocurrency network governance as an important factor in the
future success of a cryptocurrency. Not only does it make the network more
self-sufficient but it also, when done correctly, allows for a true reflection
of all types of user opinions and for decisions to be made. In turn, this will
prevent financial and economic risks.
Many controversies surrounding major currencies - such as Bitcoin and
Ethereum - could have been resolved more efficiently with this type of
infrastructure. Noteworthy examples include the segwit/2mb debate and
the DAO hack. This is why we have developed our Reputational Meritocracy
concept.
Implementing a successful voting protocol is extremely challenging.
There are many hurdles to overcome. Some include making the system
manipulation resistant and encouraging user turnout. For the DAO Carbon
votes on Ethereum, the turnout never reaches more than 5%. This makes
the voting system redundant as it doesn’t truly reflect the network’s real
consensus.
To summarise, our governance model must:

• Accurately reflect the state and opinion of the user base;
• Allow everyone a say based on their merits;
• Assess everyone on fair factors which don’t discriminate based on

aspects outside a user’s control. Such as location, wealth, associations,
and so on;
• Not be gamed or manipulated by a wealthy or resourceful individual
or group.
This mechanism can be applied and adopted to Digital Autonomous
Organisations (DAOs) and larger institutional organisations. Especially to
those who have many parties with opinions to represent and consider.
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Process & Key Terms Glossary

Pre-Merit – static values defined by the users of the network. In the
beginning, these are factors such as but not exclusively: transaction volume,
coin quantity and duration held.
Values – these are the SageCity network values and in this stage users define
what is factors are most important from Pre-Merit. This is then fed back into
the system for further tweaking as voting goes on.
Believability – each user of the system will fit somewhere inside of a normal
distribution (due to the Central Limits Theorem). Our goal is to verify if the
users fit in the 95% confidence interval so that they can be treated as fair
voters. This score is calculated from the ratios defined in Pre-Merit and
Values. Values can be determined using Analytical hierarchy process (AHP)
/ Delphi method during voting (or their derivatives, depending on the
complexity of the voting). We want to make the voting as simple as possible,
while improving the network in a feedback loop.
Proposal – this is the voting part of the whole system. Each vote should be
followed by it’s Terms and Conditions (similar to financial instruments). The
T&Cs define the scope of the vote, impact of it, as well as negatives and risks.
This allows everyone to see directly how their vote will affect whole SageCity
and possible consequences. The initial step is to decorate the vote with
questions about their motives to evaluate their understanding of the matter
before proceeding to the vote. These questions are inputs to the AHP /
Delphi / SageCity Merit. With these questions we are able to shift and tilt the
original Pre-Merit defined ratios by influencing with Values.
Post-Merit – after completing a proposal, the scores are calculated. Then, the
ratios are modified by a vote from all participants. The voting will proceed
if the votes are inside the normal distribution, as well as if the voters are
qualified to vote on the specific topic. In the end, the calculation evaluates a
large number of factors, but the core of it is peer-to-peer comparison of the
answers provided.
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Initiation
The model initiates by establishing value priority. This is the first stage of an
AHP process. The factors are set and the importance in relation to each other
is weighed. Users vote on a set of values and on how important they think
they are to the network. These values are:

These are described in the SageCity Business model or in the Values
document.
Each value has quantifiable qualities attached to them. These will help
establish an initial believability rating for the user. For example, Community
could take into account factors such as the duration coins have been held in
the user’s address. This is particularly helpful because community members
are likely to hold coins for a longer duration than those who don’t consider
themselves community members.
To establish these value ratios, we assess each user on the assumption that
each value is of equal importance.
Value

Influence (%)

Self-Sufficiency

16.67

Prosperity

16.67

Sustainability

16.67

Community

16.67

Meaning

16.67

Sagacity

16.67

When people establish the values, the values then become more aligned
with the overall consensus of the network. The result may look like:
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Value

Influence (%)

Self-Sufficiency

14.5

Prosperity

25

Sustainability

8

Community

17

Meaning

13

Sagacity

22.5

In this hypothetical example, the users have decided that prosperity now
equates for 25% of the overall pre-merit. Going forward, at later stages, users
will be weighted on this. A user with high sustainability values, for example,
wouldn’t have as much influence as a user who embodies the qualities of
prosperity.
Every user who joins the governance model votes on which of these values
they deem to be most important. And their pre-merit establishes by how
much they can sway this.
Every 6 months, an airdrop occurs to give people voting tokens based on
their believability. And users can re-do their vote on value priority. This is to
compensate and adapt with various trends that may occur. For example,
when the SAGE coin supply is completely mined, a miner’s role won’t be as
influential as it once was.
The values need to reflect that so that miners don’t dominate the outcome
of a vote on a proposal. There will also be a cap on how much a factor can
sway each period around 2.5% threshold. There may be short term trends
or concerns which could heavily influence the value ratio. So, long term
trends will constantly reduce or increase a value’s influence by 2.5% at each
reassessment period.
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Believability = Pre-Merit + Post-Merit
Initially, a user’s believability will be based on what they bring to the network.
But over time, this believability will also take into account how they vote and
interact with proposals. Those who don’t understand how things work or
have self-interested intentions will score poorly here.
By gathering the responses from questions at the beginning of a proposal
process, we can gather what users think of the best “archetype”, which can
provide the vote for this question. As well as if they understand the contents
of the proposal. Each user has a value assigned to them. This is so that they
are predetermined to give perfect votes for some topics, while they can also
give bad answers to other ones.
By having these multiple parameters, we can start doing Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to determine which questions actually influence
the ratios the most. Having this, we are able to determine which questions
are the most polarising and provide the most insight into users. Each voter
will be assigned a star diagram representing their strengths and weaknesses
(similar to the picture below).
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Why SageCity...
We’re passionate about innovation and human advancement. In our dayto-day, we see a lot of companies with fantastic ideas who want to make an
impact but they struggle to successfully lay the infrastructure they need to
be effective. We’ve set out to change that and we’re dedicating our skills and
resources to make that happen.
We know that not everyone has the knowledge to successfully adopt the
blockchain into their operations. This is why we spend a lot of our time
making the technology as accessible as possible.
Our team has over 20 years of experience in the blockchain and in solution
development. This is impressive for an industry that has existed for less than
10 years. While our core team has a variety of developers and academics, we
focus on practical applications of the blockchain. And more importantly, we
make sure that our client’s and user’s experience with our products is of the
highest level.
To give you the most up-to-date advancements, we’re always on top of the
latest developments and regulations in the industry. We have an active line
of contact within the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) to make sure that
the solutions we build - especially around tokenization - are compliant and
protect all parties involved to the highest standard.
We’re driven to solve problems and to make the world a more efficient
place. And our present solutions are only a snapshot of the potential of the
blockchain to be impactful. Because of this, we are always looking to explore
and pioneer beyond what we’ve produced so far.
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